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Summary

Multinational oil company BP is planning exploratory drilling for oil and gas in the Great Australian Bight. The Senate Standing Committee on Environment and Communications is conducting an inquiry into the proposal, including into social and economic impacts of potential oil and gas exploration and production.

The economic benefits of oil and gas exploration are minimal. Such activities are highly capital intensive, so require relatively few workers. While eventual production would employ more people, in the context of the South Australian labour force, the impact would be minor.

Australia wide, the oil and gas industry employs 19,000 people out of a workforce of 11.9 million people. This represents less than 2 out of every thousand jobs in Australia, 0.16 percent. South Australia is similar, with 1,831 people working in oil and gas out of 739,000 people employed in total at the 2011 census.

The North West Shelf project saw employment peak at 1,660 employees and later declined somewhat to less than 1,500. A Bight oil project is likely to be smaller, with job numbers perhaps between 1,000 and 1,500 people. It is important to remember that the majority of any future employees would be fly-in-fly-out (FIFO) workers who would be flown from around Australia, not people from local regions.

Exploration drilling in the Great Australian Bight would be unlikely to pay any royalty income or tax to the state or federal governments. On the contrary, expenses on exploration would be likely used as deductions from future income from the Bight project or from other BP interests in Australia.

The entire extractive sector paid $242 million in royalties for the minerals, oil and gas extracted in South Australia in 2014-15. This represents just 1.5 percent of South Australia’s total revenue of $16.5 billion in that year. South Australia’s government received substantially more from car registration, $388 million, than it did from the mining, oil and gas sector.

Oil production in the Bight could generate more royalty revenue – the North West Shelf project is budgeted to contribute $762 million in 2015-16 to the WA government, almost 3 percent of the state’s revenue of $26.3 billion. Before such revenues were collected, however, the Western Australian state had to incur substantial expenses, as is made clear by the WA Treasury:
In 2010 net present value terms, the cost of Western Australia’s assistance to the North West Shelf project (e.g. payment of subsidies to the State’s power utility to help cover the losses it initially incurred under crucial ‘take or pay’ gas contracts) is estimated to be around $8 billion.

Decades of subsidy may be necessary before major oil and gas projects provide benefits to state governments. In contrast, the tourism, fishing and aquaculture industries on the SA coast already employ over 9,000 people and provide sustainable benefits through locally owned businesses.
Introduction

The Great Australian Bight makes up a large part of Australia’s southern coast. Remote from Australia’s main cities the area has significant environmental values and hosts a range of industries.

The waters of the Great Australian Bight Marine Park are home to a range of marine life, such as tuna, sea eagles and albatross. It is an important breeding ground for great white sharks, southern right whales and sea lions.

Geoscience Australia has examined the central area of the Bight, estimating that there could be 5 billion barrels (Bbbl) of oil, and 14 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of gas.\(^1\) To put this in context, Western Australia’s Canarvon Basin, where the North West Shelf project is located, had approximately 4.5 Bbbl of economically extractible liquid hydrocarbons when extraction began,\(^2\) and 33 Tcf of gas.\(^3\) Note that the estimates are not directly comparable – the Bight estimate reflects total resources whereas the North West Shelf reflects what can be extracted economically. For the sake of comparison, it appears that any eventual Great Australian Bight oil project would be of somewhat smaller size than the North West Shelf.

Multinational oil company BP is planning exploratory drilling for oil and gas in the Great Australian Bight. Four wells are proposed for the central part of the Ceduna basin. This is scheduled to begin in summer 2016-17.

Importantly, the Bight’s waters are unusually deep water for oil drilling, with ocean depths of approximately 1,000-2,500 metres.\(^4\) By comparison, the principle oil and gas fields in the North West Shelf area range between 125 and 131 metres.\(^5\) Such deep water both increases costs for producers and increases environmental risks. Specialised ultra deep water equipment would be required to produce oil in the Bight and one of the world’s worst oil disasters, the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, occurred in water of similar depth.

---

A major oil spill in the Bight would put at risk other industries on the South Australian coast such as fishing, aquaculture and tourism, which are major industries for many coastal towns.

The Senate Standing Committee on Environment and Communications is conducting an inquiry into Oil or Gas Production in the Great Australian Bight. This submission focuses on point b. of the inquiry’s terms of reference:

The potential environmental, social and economic impacts of BP’s planned exploratory oil drilling project, and any future oil or gas production in the Great Australian Bight, with particular reference to:

b. social and economic impacts, including effects on tourism, commercial fishing activities and other regional industries;

The economic impacts of the proposed exploration program would be minimal. Such activities are highly capital intensive rather than labour intensive - they employ a lot of machinery and equipment, but relatively few people. The capital equipment, such as the specialised ultra deepwater harsh environment rig, the Ocean GreatWhite, is almost entirely imported providing little stimulus to the Australian economy. In the exploration phase, production would be minimal, paying no royalties or taxes.

This minimal economic impact of exploration is acknowledged by BP. BP’s Environment Plan Summary states:

BP discussed potential opportunities that will arise in locations such as Ceduna. It was noted however, that at this early stage of exploration ... employment opportunities are limited.

Greater emphasis is put on the potential economic benefits of future production:

the biggest potential for local input lies in a potential future development and production phase, which could only be considered if a commercially and technically developable discovery is made and proved by appraisal drilling.

The industry lobby group, Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association (APPEA) is far more optimistic:

---

7 BP Developments (2015). ‘Great Australian Bight Exploration Drilling Program – Environment Plan Summary (EPPs 37, 38, 39, 40)
The economic benefits are potentially enormous... While it is very early days, success in the Great Australian Bight would attract investment to South Australia and see significant local job creation.\(^9\)

In fact, the economic impacts of oil production in the Great Australian Bight would be modest, particularly when seen in the context of the South Australian economy or the wider national economy. Against these modest potential benefits, South Australia should be weighing potential costs through government subsidisation of the project and the environmental risks that deep water oil production imposes on the natural environment and the industries that depend upon it.

Employment

Oil and gas production is capital intensive and does not employ many people. Australia wide, the oil and gas industry employs 19,000 people out of a workforce of 11.9 million people. This represents less than 2 out of every thousand jobs in Australia, 0.16 percent.  

South Australia is similar, with 1,831 people working in oil and gas out of 739,000 people employed in total at the 2011 census. Most South Australian oil and gas workers work in the Cooper Basin in the North of the state. Oil and gas extraction is an extremely minor employer of South Australians compared to some of the main industries outlined below:

Employment in South Australia, selected industries

Source: ABS census 2011

A potential future gas project in the Great Australian Bight would see a significant increase in oil and gas workers, but a very small increase in employment overall in South Australia. The North West Shelf project saw employment peak at 1,660

Table 06. Employed persons by Industry sub-division of main job (ANZSIC) and Sex
employees and later declined somewhat to less than 1,500. Assuming a Bight oil project to be of slightly smaller size, between 1,000 and 1,500 people could be employed.

It is important to remember that the majority of any future employees would be fly-in-fly-out (FIFO) workers who would be flown from around Australia to Adelaide and Ceduna and then to production rigs by helicopter. Many of these employees would not be from South Australia and would not reside in South Australia during their employment on the project.

Royalty income and state subsidies

Exploration drilling in the Great Australian Bight would be unlikely to pay any royalty income or tax to the state or federal governments. On the contrary, expenses on exploration would be likely used as deductions from future income from the Bight project or from other BP interests in Australia.

If oil and gas production were to proceed, the impact on the state budget would be small. The South Australian state budget does not disaggregate oil and gas royalties from other mineral royalties. Regardless, the entire extractive sector paid $242 million in royalties for the minerals, oil and gas extracted in South Australia in 2014-15. This represents just 1.5 percent of South Australia’s total revenue of $16.5 billion in that year. South Australia’s government received substantially more from car registration, $388 million, than it did from the mining, oil and gas sector. Clearly, South Australia’s budget is not heavily influenced by changes in royalty revenue.

The North West Shelf project now makes a considerable contribution to the Western Australian government, with grants via the Commonwealth of $762 million budgeted in 2015-16. This is almost 3 percent of the WA state budget revenue of $26.3 billion.

Before such revenues were collected, however, the Western Australian state had to incur substantial expenses through infrastructure provision and other forms of subsidy. This is made clear by the Western Australian Treasury:

In the 1970s and 1980s the State played a pivotal role in securing the development of the North West Shelf gas project through agreements, financial assistance and infrastructure provision. ... In 2010 net present value terms, the cost of Western Australia’s assistance to the North West Shelf project (e.g. payment of subsidies to the State’s power utility to help cover the losses it initially incurred under crucial ‘take or pay’ gas contracts) is estimated to be around $8 billion.\(^\text{13}\)

Based on the Western Australian experience, if South Australia expects to develop an offshore gas industry, it must be ready for potentially decades of subsidy before revenues are realised.

South Australia already subsidises its extractive sector. $316 million was spent by the state government on measures that wholly or largely assisted the minerals and fossil fuel industries, including $40 million on gas extraction, between 2008-09 and 2013-14.\textsuperscript{14}

Such expenditure comes at the expense of funding other government priorities, such as health and education. This is made clear by the Queensland government:

\begin{quote}
Some costs may also be recovered by the government over time if they are directly industry related. However, there is a real opportunity cost for governments in undertaking the initial capital expenditure. Governments face budget constraints and spending on mining related infrastructure means less infrastructure spending in other areas, including social infrastructure such as hospitals and schools. For many projects directly related to assisting mining industry development, such as land acquisitions for state development areas, the expected timeframes for cost recovery are extremely long (sometimes decades). The opportunity cost of this use of limited funds is a real cost to government and the community.\textsuperscript{15}
\end{quote}

Gas and oil developments are likely to cost the South Australian government significant amounts before revenue is realised. This may be even more likely given the current government’s enthusiasm for royalty holidays to hasten development.\textsuperscript{16}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Peel, Denniss and Campbell 2014 Mining the age of entitlement: State government assistance to the minerals & fossil fuel sector, The Australia Institute, available at: http://www.tai.org.au/content/mining-age-entitlement
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Risks to other industries

Any potential benefits of oil and gas production in the Great Australian Bight need to be weighed against the risks to other industries from a potential oil spill. Industries that could be impacted by a spill during exploratory drilling or later production include tourism on the regional coastal areas, aquaculture and wild fisheries.

Direct employment from aquaculture in 2013-14 was 830, largely in the Eyre Peninsula. Employment in aquaculture has grown since the 2011 census which counted 668 directly employed. Commercial fisheries generated 1,576 direct full time jobs in 2012-13, the majority in regional areas.

Tourism directly produces 6,800 full time jobs, excluding Adelaide and the West Coast. Although it is difficult to determine what impact these industries might suffer from a spill, the approximately 9200 direct jobs in regional “Bight” industries would be put at risk by the development of oil and gas extraction.

Table 1: Direct employment by tourism, regional / coastal South Australia, 2013-14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Direct full time jobs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fleurieu Peninsula</td>
<td>2,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone Coast</td>
<td>1,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyre Peninsula</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorke Peninsula</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kangaroo Island</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>6,800</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


194,000 people went whale and dolphin watching in South Australia in 2008, generating turnover of over $1 million in largely local-owned businesses.

---

17 Econsearch (5 June 2015). ‘The Economic Impact of Aquaculture on the South Australian State and Regional Economies, 2013/14
Conclusion

At a time when the world is working to address the damage that fossil fuels are causing the global climate, and when the memory of the disastrous Deepwater Horizon oil spill is still fresh, it seems an incongruous time to be considering expanding oil and gas production into environmentally sensitive areas.

Nevertheless, the costs, benefits and risks of such proposals should all be considered. While proponents and parts of government are anxious to promote the “enormous” economic benefits of oil production, when viewed in the context of the state or national economy, such benefits are marginal. Oil and gas are capital intensive industries that employ few people. Those who would be employed are likely to be FIFO workers, rather than people who live in regional areas.

While oil and gas royalties can be important for state government budgets, decades of subsidy may be necessary before they can be enjoyed. Given the modest contribution of mining and gas royalties to the current South Australian budget, caution should be placed on such subsidies.

In contrast, locally owned, sustainable industries would be placed at risk by oil production in the Great Australian Bight. Tourism, fishing and aquaculture employ over 9,000 people in coastal areas that could be affected by an oil spill.